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DISTORTION OF COMPETITIVE INCENTIVES
AT LABOR MARKET AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

The paper describes the essence of the phenomenon of distortion of competitive incentives
which provokes desire not to compete but to avoid competition while reducing effectiveness of
resources use of the whole society. Change in the employment structure is one of the indicators
characterizing the distortions of competitive incentives. The best way to solve this problem is to
increase awareness of market participants.
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ВИКРИВЛЕННЯ СТИМУЛIВ ДО КОНКУРЕНЦІЇ

НА РИНКУ ПРАЦІ ТА ЇХ НАСЛІДКИ
У статті здiйснено спробу розкрити суть феномену викривлення стимулів до конку-

ренції, що провокує не прагнення до конкуренції, а відхід від неї за одночасного зниження
ефективності використання ресурсів всього суспільства. Зміна в структурі зайнятості є
одним з показників, що характеризують викривлення стимулів к конкуренції. Кращий спо-
сіб вирішення проблеми викривлення стимулів полягає в підвищенні інформованості учас-
ників ринку.
Ключові слова: викривлення; стимули; конкуренція; ринок праці; нераціональна поведінка. 
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ИСКАЖЕНИЯ СТИМУЛОВ К КОНКУРЕНЦИИ

НА РЫНКЕ ТРУДА И ИХ ПОСЛЕДСТВИЯ *

В статье предпринята попытка раскрыть суть феномена искажения стимулов к
конкуренции, провоцирующего не стремление к конкуренции, а уход от неё, при одновре-
менном снижении эффективности использования ресурсов всего общества. Изменение в
структуре занятости является одним из показателей, характеризующих искажение
стимулов к конкуренции. Лучший способ решения проблемы искажения стимулов заключа-
ется в повышении информированности участников рынка.
Ключевые слова: искажения; стимулы; конкуренция; рынок труда; нерациональное поведе-
ние.

Introduction. Everyone is likely to behave irrationally. It depends on many rea-
sons such as lack of knowledge, experience, skills, health and quality of life etc. As for
external factors, we are talking about conditions which are valid for all market partic-
ipants and affect everyone in varying degrees. There are several examples of them:
government policy, unexpected changes in the economy, market inefficiencies etc.

Irrational behavior creates negative experience and further reduces incentives for
working and reaching goals. In our understanding, in relation to economic field it is
the phenomenon of competitive incentives distortion.
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In general, the distortion of competitive incentives is the phenomenon arising
from external causes and leading to inefficient use of society’s resources.

In this paper, we consider the labor market distortions only but there are also
economic effects of the distortion of competitive incentives in the areas of science,
entrepreneurship etc. 

The distortion of competitive incentives has serious consequences for society in
the long term. In particular, unequal subjectivism can create different conditions for
market participants. Thus, it slows down competition and natural selection. 

Literature review. The distortion of competitive incentives is a new aspect in eco-
nomics. At this moment there are no specific models and concepts related to our
research. However, the issues of competitive incentives distortion are closely related
to the theory of rational and irrational behavior.

Rationality plays an important role as a methodological principle in social sci-
ences. Smith (1904) was one of the first to look at the issue of rationality, analyzing
the behavior of "homo economicus". Homo economicus is the concept which con-
siders humans as rational and self-interested subjects.

The neoclassical theory mainly understands rationality as the utility maximiza-
tion of individuals and its individual parameters within the resources they have, and
expectations regarding the actions of other partners. Different models of optimiza-
tion and decision-making are used for this, for instance, in game theory (Harsanyi,
1966). 

Behavior behind profit maximization is also considered as the rational one
(Klein, 1946). Marschak (1950) defined utility as a quantity the mathematical expec-
tation of which is maximized by rational economic individual. In turn, Barnett (1983)
said that in a bargaining situation rational agent will insist on the outcome providing
maximum equal value gain. So, rational behavior eliminates any emotion generating
irrationality (Nissan, 2009). 

The theory of rational behavior involves many aspects. For example, rational
behavior can be analyzed in terms of bargaining costs (Hessel, 1981). Some econo-
mists state that rationality is limited to morality (Kraus and Coleman, 1987; Frank,
1987).

In addition, it is necessary to mention the application of the research of ration-
al behavior theory in various fields (Becker, 1978) and unfalsifiability of utility maxi-
mization (Hodgson, 2012). Certainly, it would be interesting to distinguish some
accompanying elements and opposites: normative, moral, deviant and cooperation
behaviors (Kondo, 1991). 

It is important to mention that rational behavior is opposed to irrational beha-
vior. According to the Keynesian aggregate demand shocks, both expected and unex-
pected shocks can lead economy to prolonged underemployment (Akerlof and
Yellen, 1987). However, this deviation simply cannot happen in the model which
assumes full rational optimization and rational expectations (Akerlof and Yellen,
1987). 

Sometimes rational market actors are forced to behave irrationally because of
change in opportunities to respond rationally (Becker, 1962). In this paper the dis-
tortion of competitive incentives is presented as irrational behavior caused by certain
conditions. The main part of the paper considers this aspect.
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The goals of this paper are the following: uncovering the essence of the phenome-
non of distortion of competitive incentives, theoretical analysis of its consequences
and search for ways of liquidating distorting incentives’ impact on the economy.

Key research findings.
Distortions of competitive incentives as unforeseen changes in the parameters of the

market environment. Unforeseen changes in market environment parameters lead to
reduction in justification of economic expectations and distortion of competitive
incentives. In significant manifestations unforeseen changes of these parameters cre-
ate conditions for the effect of "spraying", i.e. the inability to concentrate efforts due
to the total destabilization of the environment.

Regarding the case of inflation and deflation, it is a well-known phenomenon
that unexpected inflation or deflation leads to funds redistribution between individu-
als which have nothing common with their real merits or needs. For example, bank
loan will lose its real value in case of unforeseen hyperinflation, so borrower actually
becomes richer. Nevertheless, unexpected deflation contributes to banks enrichment.
However, not everyone is aware of the consequences of such redistribution. Unfair
redistribution creates false incentives, namely move away from competition.
Sometimes it can lead to the loss of purpose in life, unjustified change of profession
and transition to the marginalized edge of the society.

In our opinion, unexpected inflation and deflation can also have the following
strongest effects:

- Sharp changes in real income of population and high income differentiation.
- High unemployment.
Distortion of competitive incentives impact on the employment structure. The

hypothesis states that one of the consequences of competitive incentives distortion is
change of profession, significant labor migration from one industry to the other and
growth of natural unemployment. 

We propose to measure these effects with the indicator of structural changes at
the labor market:

(1)

where q is the indicator of structural changes at the labor market; u is share (%) of the
i industry workers (by kind of economic activity) in the total number of employed in
the economy in t period; n – the number of industries (economic activities) taken for
the analysis.

The economic meaning of this indicator is the calculation of average change of
the share of employment by main sectors. It allows us evaluate employment changes
in the main areas.

Hypothetically, the maximum value of q is 100%, provided that all employees
have changed their fields of activity.

At this stage, we analyze the value of q for the period from 1970 to 2013 (Figure 1).
High value of q in the period of 1970–1985 was caused by the systemic crisis of

totalitarian socialism in the USSR. The 1990s were mainly characterized by worsen-
ing of lives for many social groups and increased mortality in Russia. It is the period
of radical market reforms in the country. The value of q reached the maximum dur-
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ing the analyzed period. In the 2000s, there was a sharp rise of the world energy prices
which had positive impact on real incomes, balance of payments and economic
growth. Moreover, series of effective socioeconomic reforms was also implemented.
From 2006 to 2009, significant changes in the employment structure were related to
economic growth and subsequent decline in production. After that, there was a rela-
tively stable period in Russian economy. Basically, there was a move in the employ-
ment structure from agriculture and manufacturing to wholesale and retail trade,
services, financial operations and management.

Figure 1. Structural changes at the labor market of Russia,
calculated by the author according to (www.gks.ru)

Unequal subjectivism distorting competitive incentives as a cause of narrowing the
size of the market and non-optimal selection. At the stage of an interview, an employer
has to subjectively evaluate competences of a candidate, often using perception and
emotional intelligence. After that, the employer has to compare subjective assess-
ments based on the interviews of all candidates. But, the more candidates apply for a
position, the harder it is to make such a comparison. So, the question arises whether
the sensory perception can be comparable in terms of optimal selection of candidates
for a position? It is obvious that it is difficult to justify the accuracy of gradation in this
case. There are often cases when the employer cannot conduct a full interview with a
large number of candidates for a post. Thus, there is an effect of narrowing the size of
the labor market and non-optimal selection. In our opinion, first of all, this problem
occurs at the labor market of state-owned institutions managers.

We suppose that competitive selection for executive positions in public institu-
tions should be based on standardized and special computer tests. 

Test base for each specialty should be also standardized, i.e. unified and applied
for all state institutions in the country. It is also necessary to provide equal opportu-
nities for all people who want to participate in this testing. The most important thing
is that the test base should be updated regularly by participating universities.
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Algorithm of personnel competence estimation for reducing the distortion of com-
petitive incentives at the labor market. Along with the above suggestions, the following
measures could be further steps towards reducing the factors, which contribute to the
distortion of competitive incentives at the labor market:

- development and introduction of criteria to the practical use of the system
that would allow an objective assessment of quality, timeliness, effectiveness, expedi-
ency of performed duties, including results and consequences of managerial deci-
sions;

- examination of the criteria and introduction of the test-based and unpreju-
diced assessment system should be made for the evaluation of candidates and current
employees;

- the system should be standardized and used for the selection of managers for
all government organizations;

- information basis for testing should be regularly updated by participating uni-
versities;

- level of competences and the ability to cope with certain situations should be
considered as the main criteria of the test-based selection.

In our view, an important step towards the establishment of effective economic
system of the new format, which would use its resources effectively, is the creation of
healthy competition at the labor market, in all fields of activity. We hope that the pro-
posed system of personnel selection through independent testing of candidates would
strengthen the requirements to applicants, thus increasing their competitiveness.

Conclusion. The distortion of competitive incentives at the labor market is a quite
common phenomenon in our society. Significant market changes underlie it. We put
forward the view that it leads to the phenomenon of deformation of economic actors’
expectations and ineffective use of resources. In general, the distortion of competitive
incentives arises in the following cases:

- unequal subjectivism and non-optimal selection;
- unforeseen changes in the market environment;
- market inefficiencies etc.
The distortion of competitive incentives affects the structure of employment,

growth of natural unemployment and in extreme cases it can reduce the quality of
natural selection and slow down the evolutionary development of society.

Thus, there are some solutions which we propose: 
- competitive selection for management positions in public institutions should

take place according to the algorithm we offer;
- government should raise awareness of employees about the state of the labor

market and its possible future changes.
In this case, workers will form appropriate expectations and society’s resources

will be used most effectively.
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